After graduating from Mount Royal University’s two-year aviation diploma program (certified by Transport Canada), students will hold a Canadian Commercial Pilot Licence and both night and multi-engine instrument ratings.

**Program Assessment Measures**
The unique Aviation Diploma combines the flight training you need to become a commercial pilot with an academic diploma. Students are assessed in academics and flight training. A minimum grade of "C" is required in aviation courses. Flight training consists of 10 courses, each requiring a check flight at the end to ensure the required outcomes are met.

**Graduation Rates**
We have a 100% graduation rate for students who enter the second year of the program.

**Rates and type of employment of graduates**
MRU Aviation graduates have an average employment rate of 100% after completing the Aviation Diploma. Over the last two years graduates have been employed with the airlines, charter and corporate operations, as flight instructors and with pipeline patrol operations.